### PROJECT VISION
The use of Sandstone-colored Tudor Stone™ as inlays on this fire station provided textural richness in contrast to the clay brick field.

Trimmed with York Building Products Chiseled Face units in Charcoal.

### PROJECT
Fort Hunter Fire Department

### LOCATION
Schenectady, NY

### ARCHITECT
Richard E. Jones Associates
339 Aviation Road
Glens Falls, NY 12804

### MASON
M.V.P. Construction
403 Riverview Road
Rexford, NY 12148

### PRODUCT
Tudor Stone™ CMU

### COLOR
Sandstone

---

**Tudor Stone™ CMU**
Perfect for residential and commercial applications, Tudor Stone™ features a modular configuration with four shapes and sizes, three different finish options and a multitude of colors—providing you with endless design possibilities.